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The laws in Ghana allow hunting especially rodents like grass cutter and rabbits during the dry

season-November to March.  Hunting is prohibited after this. The days after the hunting period are

considered the breeding periods hence no hunting is allowed. In the purview of the law the

hunters whre doing a legal thing.  In my opinion this act of hunting with dogs is a better evil than

what timber merchants do, extracting gold from the belly of the earth, it is better than burning the

bush which is the habit of these so timber merchants.  

I was on a self-assigned photo expedition, trudging through slum areas of Accra taking photos of

congested areas. My last visit for this photo shoot was to Ashaima, a suburb of the North Eastern

part of Accra, closer to the port city of Tema. 

I was there very early in the day to begin my photo taking. At the bus terminal I saw a group of

dogs, the largest number I have ever seen in the city. The only time I’ve seen a cluster of dogs

beyond 20 was in the dog market of Bolgatanga, the regional capital of the upper East region.

There, dogs are a delicacy (this is another subject to tackle). My curiosity pushed me towards the

owners. After establishing contact with a dreadlock Rasta, I asked the purpose for which they are

keeping the dogs.

The Rasta told me they use them for hunting and they are on their way to Afienya, a town about

45 minutes drive from Ashaima. I then asked if I could join the trip. Some members of the group

turned down my request. There was divided opinion; while Rasta and his group wanted me on the

trip another group disagreed. There was heated debate between these groups. But hearing them

speak Hausa, I simply said in the same language that if they don’t want me on their trip, that is

fine, I will not like to make enemies among a good people. The Hausa I spoke to weighed the

matter, while the Rasta said, “Look he is one of our Kind.”  One of the pro-Rasta’s group said, “We

have allowed a white man on our trip before, why not him?”  I thought this was an interesting way

to refer to me since I am a black Ghanaian!  

The other group then declared that I will have to bear my transport fare. Case settled, we took off

to Afienya.
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At one point I saw the dogs one after the other dive under a bridge, I was then about 50 meters

away. One of the hunters drew my attention to this event and asked to hurry.  I got the bridge

only to see these dogs having a bath. Splendid I have never seen this before and did not hesitate

to capture this sight on camera. 

From here on, some of you may not appreciate this story because you may think there is too

much cruelty.  But this is life in Ghana—we are a poor country, and when men want to eat meat,

they prefer to hunt for it themselves.  We’ve hunted many of our animals to extinction or

near-extinction, but the animals these dogs and their humans were looking for are plentiful

—grasscutters and rabbits, and other rodents.   

When we got to Afienya, the dogs were so happy to be in the woods. After many months of living

on the metallic streets and concrete walls, the forest served up a great variety of sights, sounds,

and smells. The dogs happily jumped around, and galloped few meters to and from their master. 

The hunting skills of these dogs are so good.  At one point one of the dogs began barking loudly,

incessantly. He was barking at a hole and then jumped back, then barked again, and then ran

towards the hole.  Later I was told the boys knew the dog had smelled an unusual animal. The

boys ran towards the hole and pulled out a big snake.

After four hours I left the hunting team and headed home. As I was riding back into the city, I

thought, the only poor people in Accra I have ever met feeding their dogs with fish and meat was

this group. The “master-servant” relation was friendly. They hugged and cuddled their dogs, and

they even put them in public vehicles provided with good sitting places.
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